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good introduction to the scientific aspects of botany before he reaches the profes-

sional details as to drugs. The illustrations are well selected and admirably

executed. —J. M. C.

Bergen and Davts hav^e prepared a manual"^ to accompany their Principles

of botany, reviewed in this journal {43-64. 'LgQ'j). As a guide to teachers not

familiar with material or its use the manual should prove of great sen-ice. As in

every other manual, a selective use of the material is expected, and hence almost

any elementary teacher with almost any length of course and any kind of material

may find helpful suggestions. —J. M. C.

NOTESFOR STUDENTS
Phototropism. —Exactly opposite results to those of Haberlandt^ have been

reached by E^iep^ working in Ppeffer's laboratory. By painting with paraffin

oil the surface of leaves of a number of species cited by Haberlandt in his Lichl-

sinnesorgane and covering this layer of oil with thin sheets of mica, or in the case

of humpy leaves with thin paper, Rmep eliminated the lens-action of the epi-

dermal cells; to which Haberlandt ascribes the perception of light. But whereas

Haberlandt in similar experiments, using water instead of oil for obiiating the

lens-actioUj found that the leaves do not respond to oblique light, Kniep finds

that they do, behaving just as the control plants without oil. Kniep devised ingen-

ious methods of shading the petiole completely, excluding even the light trans-

mitted through the blade at the point of attachment of the petiole. He also

adapted the method of conducting light through a glass rod, once proposed for

microscope illumination, to the illumination of his experimental leaves.

The increasing number of squarely contradictor)^ results in 'the field of irritable

phenomena makes it evident that there is need of more cautious analysis of the

possible factors and more extended and careful experimentation before reaching

and publishing conclusions. —C. R. B.

Secondary thickening. —Last year Ursprl^g published a preliminar}^ note

in the Berichte of the German Botanical Society,® declaring that the pith in

Sambticiis nigra continued its growth in the second and third year, and that even

the wood cells were capable of di\ading and increasing the thickness of their walls

as well as their diameter. Although it is a well-known fact that these cells are

all dead, Schellenberg^ goes \o the trouble of demolishing Ursprfng's foolish

allegations in all sobriety and with all the enginery of original research. As

Ursprung gave measurements which might have misled, perhaps this ponderous

refutation was necessary; but it has its humorous aspect. —C. R. B.
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